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NUI T ADDS NEW STUDENT PRIVACY OPTIONS TO PH DIRECTORY

Northwestern students can now take advantage of new privacy options in the Ph directory system. Developed by Northwestern University Information Technology (NUIT), these options allow students to block the visibility of their school address, their school phone number, or both for on-or off-campus directory queries.

The new options can be accessed via NUI T’s “NetID Services” page at 
http://snap.it.northwestern.edu by clicking the “Privacy Options” link under the “Directory Services” heading in the sidebar.

On that page, two functions are available:

- Students can select full, partial, or no display of information for off-campus queries of their directory information. This option is also available to faculty and staff.
- Students can block display of school address and/or school phone number to any query.

If necessary, students can edit their school address or school phone information through CAESAR (www.northwestern.edu/caesar/) to correct or update it in the official University records.

Details about Ph are available at snap.it.northwestern.edu/it/snap/ph-user-doc.html.

Questions about changes to Ph privacy enhancements can be directed to it-feedback@northwestern.edu. Technical questions about Ph should be directed to consultant@northwestern.edu.